
 

Date: 12 Feb 2018 

Time: 7pm 

Venue: SMU SIS MR 4-3 

    

Attendees: Gerald Tan 

Yeo Yi Xiang 

Toh Yi An  

Bertran Queck 

Jamie Chew 

Professor Alan Megargel 

Notes: 1. Deployment to AWS - everything else working. But voice-to-speech 

improvement that we made isn't working due to issues in google lib with 

Git. Previously we did websocket, improvements made. went to use 

google client lib which worked on local host, but didn't work when 

deployed. Currently they did snapshot fix on Gitrepo, but need to wait 

for release before we can use it 

2. Deployment on 12 Feb night in preparation for UT3 

3. Admin dashboard, filtering by date - when we set the score/answering 

qns, there's a timestamp going into database. Usecase for dates - to 

show the scores within a certain timeframe. Do without date, do with 

current date. Compare how they fare during current session for the test.  

4. Pre/post test - remove pretest, use ONE timed test. Keep the 

leaderboard (remove pre) for the purpose of the lab. Leaderboard for 

timed qns for competitiveness. Breakdown of individual qns scores 

across groups (what is the improvement) but it's not currently in the API 

yet.  

5. At the end, display the question and answers - which you got correct and 

which is wrong.  

6. Analytics dashboard - count in all intermediate intents.  

7. sorted (by default most -> least), and also (least -> most).  

8. month by year —> given month, monthly comparison 

9. cluster analysis —> value to dialogflow and sponsor. cluster texts by 

groups and add to dialogflow's intent. 

10. Handover document —> all administrative details that he needs to 

continue this thing, to add in credit card 

 



The meeting was adjourned at 9pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 

amendments reported in the next three days. 

  

Prepared by, 

Jamie 


